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Abstra t

Consider a syn hronous network of pro essors, modeled by dire ted or undire ted graph
= (V; E ), in whi h on ea h round every pro essor is allowed to hoose one of its neighbors
and to send a message to this neighbor. Given a pro essor s 2 V , and a subset T  V of
pro essors, the telephone multi ast problem requires to ompute the shortest s hedule (in
terms of the number of rounds) that delivers a message from s to all the pro essors of T .
The parti ular ase T = V is alled telephone broad ast problem.
These problems have multiple appli ations in distributed omputing. Several approximation algorithms with polylogarithmi ratio, in luding one with logarithmi ratio, for the
undire ted variants of these problems are known. However, all these algorithms involve solving
large linear programs. Devising a polylogarithmi approximation algorithm for the dire ted
variants of these problems is an open problem, posed by Ravi in [R94℄.
We devise a ombinatorial logarithmi approximation algorithm for these problems, that
applies also for the dire ted broad ast problem. Our algorithm has signi antly smaller running time, and seems to reveal more information about the ombinatorial stru ture of the
solution than the previous algorithms that are based on linear programming.
We also improve the lower bounds on the approximation threshold of these problems.
Both problems are known to be 3/2-inapproximable. For the undire ted (resp., dire ted)
broad ast problem we show that it is NP-hard (resp., impossible unless
N P  DT IM E (nO(log n) ))
p
to approximate it within a ratio of 3  for any  > 0 (resp., ( log n)).
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1 Introdu tion
Consider a network of pro essors modeled by a dire ted or undire ted n-vertex graph G = (V; E ).
Assume that the ommuni ation in the network is syn hronous, i.e., o urs in dis rete \rounds",
and in every round every pro essor is allowed to pi k one of its neighbors, and to send a message
to this neighbor. The telephone broad ast problem requires to ompute a s hedule with minimal
number of rounds that delivers a message from a given single pro essor, that generates the message,
to all the remaining pro essors in the network. A more general, telephone k-multi ast problem
a epts as input also a set of terminals T  V of size jT j = k, and requires to ompute the shortest
s hedule that delivers the message to all the pro essors of T , whereas the pro essors of V n T may
be left uninformed.
The telephone broad ast and multi ast are basi primitives in distributed omputing and
omputer ommuni ation theory, and are used as building blo ks for various more ompli ated
tasks in these areas (see, e.g., [HHL88℄). The optimization variants of the broad ast and multi ast
primitives were intensively studied during the last de ade [BGN+98, KP95, R94, S00, F01℄.
Kortsarz and Peleg [KP95℄ devised the rst approximation algorithm forpthe undire ted broadast problem. Their algorithm onstru ts s hedules that an be longer by ( n) than the optimal
s hedule for the instan e at hand. In a breakthrough paper [R94℄, Ravi devised an algorithm
that provides an O( kk )-approximation for the undire ted multi ast problem. This result obviously implies an O( nn )-approximation for the undire ted broad ast problem. Bar-Noy et al.
[BGN+98℄ improved this result and devised an algorithm that provides logarithmi approximation
guarantees for the undire ted multi ast and broad ast problems.
Note that all these algorithms do not apply for the dire ted versions of these problems. The
importan e of designing algorithms for telephone broad ast on dire ted graphs was realized already
some ten years ago by Ravi, who pla ed this problem in the rst pla e in the list of open problems
in the Con lusion se tion of [R94℄.
Also, both known approximation algorithms that provide polylogarithmi guarantees for these
problems [R94, BGN+98℄ use large linear programming (hen eforth, LP). To the best of our
knowledge, the worst- ase running time for solving the linear program of [BGN+98℄ is no smaller
than (n ). The algorithm of [R94℄ is signi antly faster (even though it is also an LP-based
algorithm), and requires O~ (jE jjV j ) expe ted time , or O~ (jE jjV j ) deterministi time. However,
its approximation guarantee is super-logarithmi .
In this paper we devise a deterministi ombinatorial O(log n) ratio algorithm for the telephone
broad ast problem, that applies to the dire ted broad ast problem as well. For the undire ted ase,
the algorithm has O(log k) ratio for the k multi ast problem. The worst- ase running time of our
algorithm is O~ (jE jjV j), whi h is a signi ant improvement over the worst- ase running times of
[BGN+98℄ and [R94℄.
We also study the more general heterogeneous postal model (see [BGN+98℄). In this model ea h
vertex v has a delay 0  (v)  1. The vertex that sends a message is \busy" at the rst  time
units starting from its sending time. In addition, every ar e has a delay l(e) representing the time
required to send the message over e. The broad ast problem in the heterogeneous postal model
was studied in [BGN+98℄, where the authors have shown that their algorithm (based on linear
programming) an be adapted to this model, and provides a logarithmi approximation guarantee
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We use the notation O~ (f (n)) to denote O(f (n) polylog(f (n))).
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for the orresponding broad ast problem. We show that our ombinatorial algorithm also an be
adapted to give an O(log n) ratio broad ast algorithm for the dire ted ase, and an O(log k) ratio
algorithm for the multi ast variant on undire ted graphs, within the heterogeneous postal model.
The running time of the adapted version of our algorithm is O~ (jE jjV j). In addition, we generalize
the heterogeneous postal model, and introdu e the ar -dependent heterogeneous postal model in
whi h the delay of a vertex v depends on the ar it uses to send the message. We believe that this
model aptures modern ommuni ation networks, in whi h the major omponents (links and proessors) are not homogeneous, more truthfully than the heterogeneous postal model of [BGN+98℄,
and than all the other models that were previously onsidered in the literature (su h as the postal
model of [BK94℄ and the logP model of [CKP+96℄). We adapt our algorithm to the ar -dependent
heterogeneous postal model, and show that it provides a logarithmi approximation guarantee for
the dire ted and undire ted versions of the orresponding broad ast problem. However, this most
general version of our algorithm does use linear programming, and has slightly higher running time
of O~ (jV j ). No approximation algorithm was previously known for this version of the problem.
From the point of view of the hardness of approximation, the best known lower bound on
the approximation threshold for the (dire ted and undire ted) telephone broad ast problems is
3/2 [S00℄. In this paper we show that it is NP-hard to approximate the undire ted broad ast
problem
within ratio of 3  for any  > 0, and that the dire ted telephone broad ast problem is
p
( log n)-inapproximable unless N P  DT I M E (nO n ).
Impli ations for network design: A large body of resear h deals with network design problems in whi h the obje tive is to optimize more than one optimization riteria simultaneously (see,
e.g., [MRR+01℄). Su h optimization problems are alled bi riteria optimization problems. Consider the problem of onstru ting a spanning tree of the input graph that optimizes the maximum
degree and the depth of the tree simultaneously. We all this problem the \degree-depth problem".
Ravi [R94℄ has shown that this problem is losely related to the telephone broad ast problem,
and designed the rst bi riteria approximation algorithm for it that provides simultaneous polylogarithmi approximation to both the maximum degree and the depth. De ning poise of a tree
to be the sum between its maximum degree and its depth, this result implies dire tly a polylogarithmi approximation guarantee for the problem of onstru ting a spanning tree with minimum
poise (hen eforth, the poise problem). The algorithm of [BGN+98℄ an be adapted to provide
a logarithmi bi riteria approximation for the degree-depth problem, implying, onsequently, a
logarithmi approximation algorithm for the poise problem.
Our algorithm for the telephone broad ast problem an also be adapted to the degree-depth and
poise problems, and it provides logarithmi bi riteria approximation for the former and logarithmi
approximation for the latter. As in the ase with the telephone broad ast problem, our algorithm
is the rst to apply to the dire ted versions of both problems, and is the rst ombinatorial
algorithm for these problems. The dis ussion above about the worst- ase running times of the
three di erent approximation algorithms (those of [R94℄, [BGN+98℄, and ours) for the telephone
broad ast problem is appli able for the degree-depth and poise problems as well.
Consequent developments: After a preliminary version of this paper was published in
STOC 2002 [EK02℄, we published two more papers [EK03a, EK03b℄ on this subje t. In [EK03a℄
we have shown that the te hniques developed in the urrent paper an be employed to devise a
sublogarithmi approximation algorithm for the undire ted versions of the telephone broad ast and
multi ast problems, as well as for the undire ted degree-depth and poise problems. Spe i ally,
the approximation guarantee that is a hieved in [EK03a℄ for the telephone multi ast problem is
3
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( k k ). In [EK03b℄ we studied the dire ted multi ast problem, and devised an approximation
algorithm with pmultipli ative approximation guarantee of O(log n) and additive approximation
guarantee of O( k).
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2 Preliminaries
2.1

Graphs and Trees

Let G = (V; E ) be a dire ted graph (hen eforth, digraph). Given a subset W of V , let G(W ) =
(W; E (W )), E (W ) = fhu; wi 2 E j u; w 2 W g, denote the subgraph indu ed by W .
The distan e dist(u; v) between u and v is the number of ar s in the shortest path between u
and v. For a pair of subsets A, B of verti es, the distan e from A to B is the minimum distan e
from a vertex u 2 A to a vertex w 2 B .
The outdegree outdeg(v) of a node v is the number of ar s leaving v.
For a vertex u 2 V , let N (u) = fv j hu; vi 2 E g denote the set of neighbors of u.
For a digraph G = (V; E ), let G0 = (V; E 0), E 0 = f(u; w) j hu; wi 2 E g denote the undire ted
underlying graph of G.
Let T be a digraph whose underlying graph is a tree, i.e., an a y li and onne ted graph.
De nition 2.1 A digraph T as above is alled an arbores en e, if there is a vertex r 2 V ( alled
root) su h that for any other vertex v 2 V there exists a unique dire ted path from r to v. The
vertex r is alled the root of the arbores en e.
The depth of an arbores en e T , denoted as h(T ), is de ned by h(T ) = maxv2V distT (r; v). The
degree of an arbores en e T , denoted deg(T ), is the maximum outdegree of a vertex in T , i.e.,
maxv2V outdeg(v). The set of leaves of T , denoted L(T ), is the set of the verti es with no outgoing
ar s in the dire ted ase, and with degree 1 in the undire ted.
A olle tion of vertex-disjoint arbores en es is alled forest. The height (resp., degree) of the
forest F , denoted h(F ) (resp., deg(F )), is de ned by h(F ) = maxT 2F h(T ) (resp., deg(F ) =
maxT 2F deg(F )).
0

0

2.2

S hedules

At any given moment, the verti es are split into the set of informed verti es I , and the set of
uninformed verti es U = V n I . At the beginning I = fsg. Further, U 0 denotes the subset of U
that ontains verti es that still need to be informed; in the broad ast ase U 0 = U , while in the
multi ast ase U 0 may be mu h smaller.
The message transmission is performed in rounds ea h requiring one time unit. A round is a
mat hing between the subsets I and U with all the ar s of the mat hing oriented from a vertex
in I to a vertex in U . In other words, on ea h round verti es that belong to a subset of the set of
informed verti es send the message through this mat hing to a subset of verti es from the set U .
Let Ii, Ui denote the subsets of informed and uninformed verti es, respe tively, at the beginning
of round i. The verti es of U that parti ipate in the round (i.e., belong to the vertex set of the
mat hing) be ome informed, and onsequently, are removed from the subset U and are added to
the subset I .
3

A proper s hedule is a olle tion of mat hings M ; M ; M ; : : :, su h that Mi is a mat hing
between the subsets Ii and Ui, and I = fsg when the s hedule starts, and I = V when the
s hedule ends.
The length of a s hedule is the number of rounds it uses.
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The optimum value: Let opt be the minimum number of rounds required for broad asting
from s on the instan e at hand. Sin e the size of I an at most double in ea h round, it follows
that opt  dlog ne. In addition, opt  n 1 sin e at least one additional vertex be omes informed
in ea h round (otherwise, the instan e is infeasible). Our algorithm is provided with a guess opt0
of the orre t value of opt, and the algorithm distinguishes between the ase that no s hedule of
length at most opt0 exists, and the ase when there exists a s hedule of length at most opt0  log n.
This enables to gure out the orre t value of opt up to a logarithmi fa tor via binary sear h.

Consider the optimum s hedule. This s hedule de nes a dire ted tree
denoted by T . The parent of u in the tree is the vertex that sent the message to the vertex u.
Without loss of generality it an be assumed that su h a vertex is unique.
The following observation is immediate.
Observation 2.2 h(T  ); deg (T )  opt.

The optimum tree:


A s hedule is alled non-lazy [BGN+98℄ if on ea h round a maximal
mat hing Mi between I and U is used. A s hedule of this type uses a simple greedy rule that
ensures that the only idle informed verti es will be those that satisfy that ea h their neighbor is
either in I or is informed in the urrent round by some other vertex from I .

Non-lazy s hedules:

2.3

Spiders

Spiders were shown to be useful for telephone broad ast in [BGN+98℄.
A set of dire ted paths S = fP ; : : : ; Pq g all starting at the same vertex v is alled a spider if
the paths are vertex-disjoint ex ept for sharing v. The vertex v is alled the head of the spider.
The length of the spider S , denoted `(S ), is maxP 2S jP j.
The degree of the spider S , denoted deg(S ), is jS j = q, i.e., the number of paths in the spider.
The value of the spider S , denoted val(S ), is deg(S ) + `(S ) 1.
The following observation is immediate.
1

Observation 2.3 Using a non-lazy s hedule, the head of a spider
the other spider verti es in val(S ) rounds.

S

an deliver the message to

3 Overview of Algorithm
The algorithm is given for the more general problem of multi asting to a subset T  V of terminals.
The analysis of the upper bound is identi al, but sin e performan e is evaluated in terms of opt,
the minimum number of rounds required for broad ast, instead of the minimum number of rounds
for multi asting to T , we obtain logarithmi upper bounds on the approximation thresholds of the
4

dire ted and undire ted broad ast problems, and the undire ted multi ast problem, but not on
the threshold of the dire ted multi ast problem. (In the ase of the undire ted multi ast problem
there is an easy way to modify the analysis so that the upper bound would be obtained in terms of
the multi ast optimum. Analogous modi ation, however, fails in the ase of the dire ted multi ast
problem.)
An important ombinatorial stru ture that will be used in this paper is alled a fork. Informally,
a fork is a pair of \short" vertex-disjoint paths starting with the same vertex v and ending at two
uninformed verti es u; w. A path is short if its length is at most opt, the minimum number of
rounds required for ompleting broad ast. The vertex v is alled the head of the fork. As the
paths are short and there are only two paths, it is easy to see that if v is informed then it an
qui kly inform both u and w.
Our algorithm iteratively nds as many vertex-disjoint forks as possible. It maintains a set U
orresponding to the set of verti es that are uninformed and have not yet been overed by forks,
as well as a set U 0 of uninformed terminals not overed by forks. The set U 0 is alled a pa king,
if the graph ontains no forks. A useful property that our algorithm utilizes is that verti es of a
pa king an be informed very eÆ iently.
We next provide a high-level des ription of the algorithm.
 The extra tion step: Extra t a maximal olle tion of vertex-disjoint forks from G(U ),
i.e., keep extra ting until G(U ) ontains no more forks.
 The re ursion step: Re ursively inform the set of the fork heads.
 The forking step: Inform the verti es of the forks, now that the heads have been informed.
Sin e the forks are vertex-disjoint and are short, this an be done in parallel.
 The pa king step: It remains to inform the verti es of U 0 that remain in U , whi h now
form a pa king. This is done by a redu tion to a minimal maximum-degree set- over problem
in a bipartite graph. The latter graph has the set of informed verti es on one side and the
set U 0 on the other side. The over is then found by a single omputation of maximum ow.

4 Pa king and Short S hedules
4.1

Pa king

In this se tion, we des ribe one of the main tools of our algorithm. Let U 0  U be a subset of the
uninformed verti es. We say that the verti es of U 0 are dispersed, or form a pa king in G(U ), if
for any two verti es v; u 2 U 0 , every vertex w 2 U is of distan e more than opt from either u or v
in G(U ).
Formally:
De nition 4.1 Let G = (V; E ) be a digraph, U 0  U be a subset of verti es, and opt be an integer.
Then, a (U; U 0 )-fork triple is a triple (u; t ; t ) with t ; t 2 U 0 and u 2 U , su h that u 6= t and
distG U (u; t ); distG U (u; t )  opt. Also, U 0 is alled a pa king with respe t to the set U if no
(U; U 0)-fork exists.
1
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Observe that if no (U; U 0)-fork triple exists, then for ea h vertex w in U there may exist at
most one des endent in the tree T  that belongs to the subset U 0 . If we think of w as \ overing"
its des endents, then U 0 is a pa king in the sense that ea h vertex of U 0 is overed by a di erent
unique vertex of U .
A straightforward way for testing the existen e of a (U; U 0)-fork triple in an n-vertex digraph
G = (V; E ) is to examine all breadth- rst-sear h (BFS) trees in G(U ). Su h an examination
requires O(jE jjV j) time.
4.2

Mentor verti es

Consider a pa king U 0 with respe t to the subset U . We assign to ea h vertex u of U 0 a mentor
vertex m(u), whi h is the last vertex along the dire ted path between s and u in T  belonging to
I . The de nition is valid sin e su h a path starts with s 2 I and ends at u 2 U . Observe that the
path in T  from m(u) to u, ontains only verti es from the subset U (ex ept m(u).) Intuitively,
the mentors aid in fast transmission of the message to the verti es of the subset U 0 .
Let P (m(u); u) denote the ar s of the path from m(u) to u in T . Then the following lemma
holds.
Lemma 4.2 The graph indu ed by the set

Su U P (m(u); u) is a

olle tion of vertex-disjoint
spiders. The spider heads belong to I , while other spider verti es belong to U . The value of the
forest is at most 2  opt.
2

0



Proof: By the de

nition of m(u), all the verti es that belong to the unique path in T  from m(u)
to u ex ept m(u), belong to the set U . We show that no two paths P (m(z); z) and P (m(u); u),
z 6= u, an interse t, unless m(z ) = m(u). In the latter ase, m(u) = m(z ) is the only vertex
ommon to the two paths.
For the sake of ontradi tion, suppose that some v 2 U is ontained in paths P (m(u); u) and
P  (m(z ); z ). By the de nition of a mentor, the path from v to u and the path from v to z both
belong to G(U ). In addition, the paths P (m(u); u), P (m(z); z) are of length at most opt (see
Observation 2.2). It follows that the distan e to u from v in G(U ), and also the distan e from v
to z in G(U ), is at most opt. This ontradi ts the assumption that U 0 is a pa king.
Finally, note that both the depth and the maximum degree of the tree T  are at most opt.
Hen e, jP (m(u); u)j  opt for every vertex u 2 U 0 , and the degree of ea h spider (whi h is a
subgraph of T  ) is, onsequently, at most opt. Hen e, the value of this forest of spiders is at most
2  opt.
It an now be seen that if U 0 is a pa king, not too many verti es an have v as their mentor.
Let  (v) = fu j v = m(u)g denote the number of verti es with v as a mentor, for v 2 I .
Lemma 4.3 If U 0 is a pa king, then  (v )  opt, for all v 2 I .
S
Proof: Observe that  (v ) is pre isely the degree of the appropriate spider from the forest u2U P  (m(u); u).
Hen e, by Lemma 4.2,  (v)  opt.
0
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4.3

Informing pa king

Let B = (V ; V ; A) be a bipartite graph. We say that S  V
, if every vertex v 2 V has a neighbor in S .

Set overs of low degree:
V2

2

1

2

1

overs

2

has degree d if there exists a mapping : V2 7! S
so that for every v2 2 V2 , (v2 ) 2 S \ N (v2 ) and so that ea h vertex in S is assigned at most d
verti es of V2 , namely, for ea h v 2 S , jfv2 2 V2 j (v2 ) = v gj  d.

De nition 4.4 We say that a over S of

V2

We next present a redu tion from the problem of determining whether there exists a over for
V of degree at most L to the maximum ow problem. Orient the edges of the bipartite graph
B from V to V and assign unit apa ity to ea h of them. Add a sour e s with ar s of apa ity
L to ea h vertex of V and a sink t with an ar of unit apa ity from ea h vertex of V . There
exists a over for V of degree at most L if and only if there exists a ow of apa ity jV j. By the
Integrality of the maximum ow, this ow dire tly translates to a over. (See Figure 4.3.)
2

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

L
s

1
t

1
G
L

1

1

Figure 1: Computing a over with minimal maximum degree via maximum ow.
To nd a over of minimum degree, we perform binary sear h for the value of L. Thus, a
over for V with minimal maximum degree an be found in time O(log jV j)T (jE j; jV j), where
T (jE j; jV j) = O (jE jjV j log jV j) is the time omplexity of omputing the maximum ow. [GT88℄.
2

Consider the following graph H (I ; U 0; E^ ) that des ribes all pairs v 2 I and
u 2 U , with v being a potential mentor for u. Formally:
De nition 4.5 The bipartite graph H (I ; U 0 ; E^ ) has I [ U 0 as its vertex set. Two verti es v 2 I
and u 2 U 0 are onne ted by an undire ted edge in E^ if distG U [fvg (v; u)  opt. In other words,

The graph
0

H:

(

this ondition means that there exists a path of length at most
verti es from the set U (ex ept v ).

7

)

opt

from

v

to

u

that uses only

Our goal is to show that every pa king U 0 has a low-degree over
in H . Consider the assignment from U 0 to I de ned by (u) = m(u), where m(u) is the
mentor of the vertex u. Note that the ar hu; m(u)i belongs to E^ , and thus the assignment
de nes a over. In other words, M = fm(u) j u 2 U 0 g is a subset of I so that ea h u 2 U 0
has a neighbor in M (where the neighborhood is with respe t to the graph H ). By Lemma 4.3,
 (v ) = jfu j (u) = v gj  opt. We have proven the following orollary.
Corollary 4.6 There exists a over of U 0 in H (I ; U 0 ; E^ ) of maximum degree at most opt, and
su h a over an be found in time O(log jV j  T (jE j; jV j)), where T (jE j; jV j) = O(jE j  jV j  log jV j)
Low-degree overs for

H:

is the time required for omputing a maximum ow.

Given a over S of U 0 with maximum degree at
most opt, onsider the shortest path P ( (u); u) from (u) to u in the graph G(f (u)g [ U ). The
proof of the following lemma is similar to the one of Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.7 The union of the paths P ( (u); u) indu es a olle tion of vertex-disjoint spiders,
whose heads belong to the over S and whose values are at most 2  opt.
Proof: The paths P ( (u); u) an only interse t at their start verti es, as otherwise a fork triple
an be extra ted (see the proof of Lemma 4.2). The number of paths in ea h spider is at most the
degree of the over, whi h is at most opt. In addition, the length of ea h path in the spider is at
most opt, by the de nition of the graph H (I ; U 0; E^ ). Hen e, the value of ea h spider is at most
2  opt.
Sin e all the spiders have small values, the following pro edure informs a pa king U 0 using a
small number of rounds.
Using a low-degree over to inform

U 0:

Algorithm 4.8 Inform-Pa king(I,U,U')
1. Constru t the graph H (I ; U 0 ; E^ ).

: U 0 7! I of degree at most opt that overs H , using ow omputation.
For ea h u 2 U , let P ( (u); u) be the shortest path from (u) to u in G(f (u)g [ U ).

2. Find an assignment
3.

4. Ea h spider head informs all the verti es that belong to the spider using a non-lazy s hedule.

Lemma 4.9 Let P be the spider olle tion indu ed by the union of the paths P (

Any non-lazy s hedule broad asts over
verti es of the set U 0 .

P

in at most

Proof: By Lemma 4.7, P

(u); u), u 2 U 0 .

2  opt rounds, informing all the remaining

is a union of vertex-disjoint spiders, ea h of value at most 2  opt. Sin e
the spiders are vertex-disjoint, the lemma now follows from Observation 2.3.

8

4.4

Transforming

U

0

into a pa king: the extra tion step

The following algorithm a epts as input a subset U of V and the subset U 0 and deletes verti es
from U , so that for the resulting set U at the end of the extra tion, no fork triple is left; U 0 is a
pa king. The olle tion of extra ted forks is denoted by F , and their heads by R.
In the following algorithm, it is assumed for simpli ity that when a fork is found from u 2 U
to t ; t in U 0 , the two paths used from u to t and from u to t are found by the BFS pro edure
(are shortest paths). These two paths may interse t.
Algorithm 4.10 Extra t-forks (G; U; U 0 )
1. F ;.
2. While there exists a (U; U 0 )-fork triple F do:
(a) Add F into F .
(b) U U n V (F ); U 0 U 0 n V (F ), where V (F ) is the set of verti es in F .
3. return (U; U 0 ; F ).
It is easy to see that the resulting forks in F are vertex-disjoint, and that the returned set U 0
is a pa king with respe t to the returned set U .
Say that we establish (via a BFS omputation) that no two distin t terminals have short
distan e from u in G(U ). In su h ase the vertex u annot serve as a head of a fork triple.
Therefore, the number of BFS explorations is at most jV j, and hen e, extra ting the fork triples
an be a omplished in time O~ (jE j  jV j).
1

2

1

2

5 The algorithm: Combining the pie es
The input to the algorithm is the dire ted graph G, sour e vertex s, and a set U 0 of terminals.
The algorithm a epts a guess of opt as part of its input.
5.1

The algorithm

The algorithm is initially invoked as ApproximateBroad ast(G,s,V ), and then it invokes itself
re ursively with di erent subsets serving as third parameter. The sequen e of these subsets is a
monotone de reasing one with respe t to ontainment.
Algorithm 5.1 ApproximateBroad ast(G(V; E ); s; U 0)
1. U V n s, I fsg.
2. /* Transforming U 0 into a pa king */
If U 0 is not a (U; U 0 )-pa king then
(a) /* The extra tion step */
Let (U; U 0 ; F ) Extra t-forks(G; U ).
Let R be the set of heads of F .
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(b) /* The re ursive step */
Re ursively invoke ApproximateBroad ast(G; s; R).
( ) /* The forking step */
Use a non-lazy s hedule to inform the forks in F.
Let I I [ V (F ).
3. /* The pa king step */
Invoke Inform-Pa king(I ; U; U 0).
5.2

Analysis of the number of rounds

The following observation follows from the fa t that ea h fork triple ontains at most 2  opt + 1
verti es.
Observation 5.2 Ea h invo ation of the forking step (Line 2 in Algorithm ApproximateBroadast) requires at most

2  opt rounds.

Lemma 5.3 The number of rounds used by algorithm ApproximateBroad ast for broad asting to

4  (log (jU 0j) + 1)  opt.
Proof: We rst show that ea h time Lines 2 , 3 of Algorithm ApproximateBroad ast are exe uted,
the number of rounds required is at most 4opt. The two steps that perform the a tual broad ast
are the fork-extra ting and pa king steps. The bound of 4  opt per iteration follows from Lemma
4.9 and Observation 5.2.
We now analyze the depth of the re ursion. Let Ui0 (resp., Ri) be the set of terminals (resp.,
roots of the forks) on iteration i. Sin e the forks are vertex-disjoint, and sin e jUi0 j  jRij,
the depth of the re ursion is at most log jU 0j + 1. Hen e, overall, the number of rounds of the
onstru ted broad ast is at most 4  (log (jU 0j) + 1)  opt.
To summarize,
Theorem 5.4 Algorithm ApproximateBroad ast is an O(log n)-approximation algorithm for the
an arbitrary set

U0

is at most

2

+1

2

2

dire ted telephone broad ast problem.

Note that the main obsta le to generalizing Algorithm ApproximateBroad ast to the multi ast
problem is the fa t that the set R is not ne essarily ontained in the set U 0 . In the undire ted
ase this obsta le an be over ome by using fork pairs instead of fork triples. Intuitively, a fork
pair is a pair of nearby terminals of U 0 , that are still not used for other fork pairs. From ea h fork
pair, pre isely one terminal is inserted to R, guaranteeing both jRj  jU 0j=2 and R  U 0 . This
results in an O(log k)-approximation for the undire ted k-multi ast problem.
5.3

The running time of the algorithm

The most time- onsuming omputational tasks in ea h iteration are extra tions of forks and
omputations of maximum ow. Re all that the extra tion step an be ompleted with at
most jV j BFS omputations, in time O(jV jjE j), while the time for nding a low-degree over
is O(jV jjE j log jV j) [GT88℄. Sin e ea h iteration redu es the number of target terminals by a
10

fa tor of at least 2, the depth of the re ursion is O(log n). Hen e, the time omplexity of the
algorithm is O(jV jjE j log jV j). Finding the optimal value of opt via binary sear h adds one more
logarithmi fa tor.
2

5.4

The postal and ar -dependent postal models

In this se tion we onsider some generalized versions of telephone ommuni ation.
We start with the heterogeneous postal model, introdu ed
in [BGN+98℄, in whi h ea h vertex v has a delay 0  (v)  1. The vertex that sends a message
is \busy" at the rst  time units starting from its sending time. In addition, every ar e has a
delay l(e) representing the time required to send the message over e. (Note that in the ontext
of these generalized models one has to onsider a ontinuous time s ale instead of a dis rete one,
and hen e, the notion of \round" be omes obsolete.)
To adapt Algorithm ApproximateBroad ast to the heterogeneous postal model, the paths in
forks should be weighted (with weight fun tion determined by the delay fun tion l). In addition,
when omputing a low-degree over of U 0 , the delay (v) for v 2 I has to be taken into a ount.
A vertex v an have up to bopt=(v) hildren in the tree T  (that is, possibly more than opt).
Hen e, the apa ities of the ar s that are adja ent to the sour e s in the ow graph H (I ; U 0; E^ )
(see Se tion 4.3) should be set as opt=(v). Finally, when onstru ting the ar set E^ , the distan es
between v 2 I and u 2 U 0 in the graph G(fvg[ U ) should take into a ount the length of the ar s
(are weighted distan es).
The rest of the proof an be arried through in an analogous way. Parti ularly, the over with
bounded degree gives rise to a olle tion of \narrow" spiders. A vertex v that heads one of these
spiders and has degree at most opt=(v) in the spider an deliver the message to all its hildren
in the spider in at most opt time units.
The heterogeneous postal model:

1

We next generalize our algorithm even further. Consider
the ar -dependent heterogeneous postal model in whi h the delay of a vertex v depends on the ar
through whi h it hooses to send the message.
Consider again the onstru tion of the ow graph H (I ; U 0; E^ ). Observe that despite the assumption that the set U 0 is a pa king, even in the standard telephone model for a given pair of
verti es v 2 I , u 2 U 0 , there might be more than one shortest path from v to u in the graph
G(U [ fv g). Let N (v ) denote the set of neighbors of v . For ea h vertex z 2 N (v ), let Pz denote
the shortest path from v to u that passes through the vertex z. Let !(Pz ) = Pe2Pz l(e) denote
the weight of the path Pz . The edge (v; u) is added to the ow graph H (I ; U 0; E^ ) if for some
z 2 N (v ), the weight of the path Pz plus the delay (hv; z i) in urred by the vertex v while sending
a message through the ar hv; zi is at most opt. (Observe that this is a dire t generalization of
the onstru tion for the heterogeneous postal model.)
Let Cu(v)  N (v) be the subset of N (v) that ontains only those neighbors z of N (v) for whi h
^ we would
! (Pz ) + (v; z )  opt. Suppose that for every vertex u 2 U 0 that is onne ted to v in E
pi k an arbitrary vertex zu 2 Cu(v) for serving as a relay station for broad asting the message
from v to u (this is exa tly what is impli itly done in the Stelephone and heterogeneous postal
models). The weighted degree of the vertex v in the spider fPzu j u 2 U 0 ; (v; u) 2 E^ g would be

The ar -dependent postal model:
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( ) = Pf(hv; zui) j u 2 U 0 ; (v; u) 2 E^ g. Note that unlike the telephone and heterogeneous
postal models, in the ar -dependent model deg(v) depends on the hoi e of the verti es zu . To
ta kle this diÆ ulty, we assign to ea h edge (v; u) 2 E^ apa ity (hv; zui), where zu is the vertex of
Cu (v ) that minimizes (hv; zu i). We need to hoose a over S  I and an assignment
: U0 ! I
P
that minimizes maxv2S fdeg (v)g, where deg (v) is given by f(hv; zui) j u s.t. (u) = vg.
We laim that the set S = f (u) j u 2 U 0 g, for (u) = m(u), is a over of U 0 of weighted
degree at most opt. Indeed, let v = m(u). Consider the path P (v; u) from v to u in T . Let w
be the neighbor of v in this path.
Note that w 2 Cu(v). Hen e the delay in sending the message from v to w is (v; w) 
(v; zu ). Therefore, the weighted degree of the assignment de ned by T  is a lower bound on the
optimum broad ast time. Thus, this weighted degree annot be larger than opt. It follows that
the assignment (u) = m(u) yields a over assignment for U 0 with maximum weighted degree at
most opt.
We want to nd a over S and an assignment that minimizes (or almost minimizes) maxv2S fdeg (v)g.
The problem of nding the best weighted degree assignment is known in the literature as the
problem of s heduling of independent parallel ma hines. This problem is N P -hard and, in fa t, is
3/2-inapproximable ([LST90℄).
For our purposes, any onstant approximation for this problem is suÆ ient. Unfortunately, we
are not aware of a ombinatorial algorithm that provides a onstant approximation ratio for this
problem. We use the 2-approximation algorithm of [LST90℄ that formulates the problem as an
integer linear program, relaxes it to allow fra tional solutions, nds a basi feasible solution, and
uses a standard rounding te hnique.
Hen e, this way we nd a (weighted) over for the set U 0 of degree at most 2  opt. It follows that
the value of the resulting spiders is at most 3  opt. The rest of the analysis an be arried through
in a straightforward way. To summarize, our algorithm an be adapted to provide a logarithmi
approximation guarantee for the dire ted and undire ted versions of broad ast problem in the ar dependent heterogeneous postal model. The approximation guarantee of the generalized algorithm
is only by a onstant fa tor greater than the approximation guarantee of our algorithm for the
telephone broad ast problem, i.e., it is O(log n). Note, however, that for this most general version
of our algorithm we do use linear programming. The parti ular linear programs that are used in
the algorithm are solvable via Lagrangian relaxation in time O~ (jV j ) [LST90℄, and so the overall
running time of the generalized algorithm is at most O~ (jV j ) as well.
deg v

3

3

5.5

Impli ations for network design

Our algorithm provides a bi riteria
approximation for the depth-degree problem. In other words, given a digraph for whi h there exists
a spanning arbores en e of height h and maximum degree d, our algorithm onstru ts a spanning
arbores en e of maximum depth O(log n)  h and maximum degree O(log n)  d.
The tree is built \ba kwards" (from the leaves to the root). Throughout the algorithm we
maintain a forest. The number of trees in the forest gradually de reases until they merge into a
single spanning arbores en e.
We show how to build this arbores en e re ursively. The olle tion of forks F that is omputed
by our algorithm on the rst level of the re ursion forms the initial forest. The heads R need now
to be re ursively onne ted to the root s. Let T 0 be the arbores en e onne ting s to R that was
A bi riteria approximation for depth and out-degree:
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omputed by the re ursion. By the indu tive hypothesis, the set T 0 is indeed an arbores en e,
and, in parti ular, ea h ar appears in T 0 at most on e. However, observe that T 0 may not be ar
or vertex-disjoint with the forest F . We need to unite T 0 and F in order get a single spanning
arbores en e. This is done by taking the graph indu ed by F [ T 0, and omputing the shortest
path arbores en e from s to all the verti es v 6= s in G(F [ T 0).
Clearly, the resulting shortest path arbores en e T 00 has depth O(log n)  h, be ause ea h reursive iteration an add at most h to the depth of the arbores en e. Similarly, on ea h re ursive
invo ation, for every vertex v at most d ar s that are adja ent to v are added to the arbores en e.
Hen e, the upper bound of O(log n)  d on the maximum degree follows.
Hen e, our algorithm provides an (O(log n); O(log n))-bi riteria approximation for both the
dire ted and undire ted versions of the degree-depth problem. The algorithm is ombinatorial, and
its running time is O~ (jE jjV j). Note that the same algorithm provides a logarithmi approximation
for the dire ted and undire ted poise problems.

6 Hardness Results
In this se tion we present some lower bounds on the approximation thresholds of the (undire ted
and dire ted) telephone broad ast problems.
De nition 6.1 Given an undire ted bipartite graph G = (V ; V ; E ), a subset of verti es S  V
is a set- over for G if for any v 2 V there exists v 2 S su h that (v ; v ) 2 E .
Let V = V [ V . Let jV j = n.
Given a onstant 0 <  1, and an integer-valued fun tion t = t(n), the YES-instan e of
the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem is an undire ted bipartite graph G for whi h there exists a
set- over S of size jS j  t(n). The NO-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem is an
undire ted bipartite graph G for whi h any set- over S has size jS j  log n  t(n).
The set- over (t(n); )-promise problem is given either a YES-instan e or a NO-instan e of the
1

2

1

2

2

1

1

1

2

2

problem, and the goal is to determine whether it is a YES-instan e or a NO-instan e.

It is known [LY95℄ that therep exists a onstant su h that the set- over (t(n); )-promise
problem is NP-hard, for t(n) = d ne.
Given an instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, an undire ted bipartite n-vertex
graph G = (V ; V ; E ), jV j = jV j = n=2, we onstru t a graph G in the following way. Insert into
 an isomorphi opy of G. For j = 1; 2, let Vj be the image of Vj under the isomorphism, and,
G
more generally, for a subset X  V of verti es, let X be the image of X under the isomorphism.
Add a new vertex s and onne t it with all the verti es of V via outgoing ar s. In addition,
add a dire ted path of length d( =2)t(n) log ne that starts in s and ontains d( =2)t(n) log ne
new verti es. Denote by s0 the tail of the path. Constru t a omplete binary arbores en e T
of depth dlog ne, rooted at s0, with the set of leaves that ontains V and (maybe) some new
verti es, and su h that all the remaining verti es of T are new verti es. Finally, repla e ea h star
(v ; v ); (v ; v ); : : : ; (v ; vr ), with v 2 V , v ; v ; : : : ; vr 2 V , by a omplete binary arbores en e
of depth dlog re rooted at v and whose set of leaves L(T ) ontains the set fv ; v ; : : : ; vr g and
(maybe) some new verti es. All the other verti es of the tree T are new verti es.
This ompletes the des ription of G (see Figure 2). Its onstru tion is very similar to the
redu tion of [S00℄, that proves the hardness of 3/2 for the problem. We next use G as a building
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2
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2
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2

1
V2

N(v)

v
s’
V1

s

 i. The path from s to s0 is of length (t(n)  log n). The
The rst level of the graph G
vertex s0 is onne ted via a omplete binary arbores en e to the vertex set V1 . The verti es of V1 are
onne ted via omplete binary arbores en es to their neighbors in V2 . In turn, the verti es of the set
2 serve as sour es of the next level of the re ursive onstru tion.
V

Figure 2:
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blo k in our redu tion that shows the hardness of (plog n) for the dire ted broad ast problem,
and then, via a similar redu tion, a hardness of 3  for any  > 0 for the undire ted broad ast
problem.
We rst analyze the properties of the graph G .
G is a YES-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, then there exists
 s) of the dire ted telephone
an (fsg; V2)-s hedule  of length jj = O(t(n)) for the instan e (G;
broad ast problem.

Lemma 6.2 If

We des ribe the s hedule  that satis es the the assertion of the lemma. Let S  V be
an optimal set over of the instan e G. The s hedule starts with delivering the message from the
vertex s to all the verti es of the set S. Note that as s is onne ted via outgoing ar s to all the
verti es of V , it follows that all the verti es of the set S will be informed within jS j rounds. By
assumption, G is a YES-instan e of the set over (t(n); )-promise problem, and hen e jS j  t(n).
Hen e, this step requires at most t(n) rounds.
Next, the s hedule delivers the message from S to all the verti es of the set V . Observe that
sin e the set S is a set over for the set V , only O(log n) rounds will be required to deliver the
message to all the verti es of V through the auxiliary arbores en es that onne t the sets V
and V . pHen e, altogether, the length of this s hedule is at most t(n) + log n = O(t(n)) (sin e
.
t(n) = d ne), and it informs all the verti es of the set V
Proof:
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Lemma 6.3 If G is a NO-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, then any (fsg; V2)-

 s) of the dire ted telephone broad ast problem has length jj =
 for the instan e (G;
(t(n) log n).
Proof: By onstru tion, the only way to inform the verti es of the set V is to inform all the
verti es of a subset S  V for some set over S of V .
There are two possible ways to inform su h a subset S: either using the ar s that onne t s to
the verti es of V , or through the path between s and s0, and the omplete binary arbores en e T
(or by ombining these two ways).
Note that as G is a NO-instan e, it follows that jS j = jSj = (t(n)  log n). Therefore, the rst
way requires (t(n)  log n) rounds of telephone broad ast. Also, re all that the length of the path
from s to s0 is (t(n)  log n), and hen e informing even a single vertex v 2 V using the se ond
way would require (t(n)  log n) rounds. Hen e, any s hedule that informs a subset S  V of
size (t(n)  log n) requires (t(n)  log n) rounds of telephone broad ast, proving the laim.
Note that Lemmata 6.2 and 6.3 imply (log n)-inapproximability of the dire ted multi ast
problem, that was known [F01℄.
However, sin e both for the YES and NO-instan e of the set- over, informing V requires
(t(n) log n) rounds, this redu tion by itself may provide only a onstant hardness of approximation for the broad ast problems. Indeed, by a areful hoi e of parameters and some modi ations
to G , it is shown in [S00℄ that this redu tion yields a hardness of 3/2 for the undire ted broad ast
problem.
Consider the following re ursive onstru tion of a triple (G i = (V i; E i); si; V i), where (G i; si)
 s; V ). Let
is an instan e of the dire ted broad ast problem, and V i  V i. Let (G ; s ; V ) = (G;

s hedule
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1

1
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also Z (G ) denote the set V . Given a onstru tion of (G i; si; V i ), the triple (G i ; si ; V i ) is
onstru ted in the following way.
Insert an isomorphi opy of G into G i . Set si = s . For j = 1; 2, let Vj be an image
of Vj under the isomorphism. Insert the set V into V i . For every vertex v 2 V , onstru t
a triple (G i(v ); v ; V i(v )), where G i(v ) is an isomorphi opy of G i su h that the isomorphism
takes si to v . All the other verti es of G i(v ) are new verti es. Insert the set V i(v ) into V i .
Form the set Z (G i ) to be the union of the isomorphi opies of the sets Z (G i(v )) for all the
di erent verti es v 2 V .
This ompletes the onstru tion of (G i = (V i ; E i ); si ; V i ).
First, we provide an estimate of the number of verti es of the graph G i.
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jV i j = nO i , i = 1; 2; : : :.
Proof: The proof follows by a straightforward indu tion on the number of levels i.
Next, we analyze the graph G i that is obtained by the redu tion that was des ribed above
from a YES-instan e G of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem.
Lemma 6.5 If G is a YES-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, then for any i =
1; 2; : : : there exists an (fsig; V i)-s hedule  for the instan e (G i; si) of the dire ted broad ast
problem of length jj = O(i  t(n)).
Proof: The proof is by indu tion on i. The indu tion base follows from Lemma 6.2.
For the indu tion step onsider the instan e (G i ; si ). Note that by Lemma 6.2, all the
verti es of the set V an be informed within O(t(n)) rounds. After that point every vertex
v
 2 V needs to relay the message to all the verti es of the set V i(v ) through an isomorphi opy
of the graph G i. Sin e the di erent opies share no verti es, these broad asts an be ondu ted
in parallel, and, by the indu tion hypothesis, an be ompleted within O(i  t(n)) rounds.
Lemma 6.4
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Lemma 6.6 For any i = 1; 2; : : :, there exists a (fsig [ V2i ; V i n V2i )-s hedule  of length O(t(n) 

log n).

Consider the graph G i, and suppose that for every isomorphi opy of the graph G that
is ontained in G i, the vertex that orresponds to s is informed.
Consider some single opy of the graph G . Observe that delivering the message from s to
all the verti es of the set V through the path from s to s0, and from s0 through the omplete
binary arbores en e to all the verti es of the set V requires only O(t(n)  log n) rounds. This is
be ause the distan e between s and s0 is O(t(n)  log n) and after s0 gets the message only O(log n)
additional rounds are required to relay the message from s0 to the verti es of the set V .
Sin e on e V are informed only O(log n) more rounds are required to inform V , altogether
O (t(n)  log n) rounds are required to deliver the message from s to all the other verti es of the
opy G , and, furthermore, these deliveries an be ondu ted in parallel in di erent opies.
Proof:
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G is a YES-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, then for any
= 1; 2; : : :, there exists an (fsig; V i )-s hedule of length O(t(n)  (i + log n)).

Corollary 6.7 If
i
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Next, we turn to analyzing the graph G i that is obtained by the redu tion that was des ribed
above from a NO-instan e G of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem.
Lemma 6.8 If G is a NO-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, then for any i =
1; 2; : : :, any (fsig; V i)-s hedule  for the instan e (G i; si) of the dire ted broad ast problem is of
length jj = (t(n)  log n  i).
Proof: The proof is by indu

tion on i. The indu tion base follows dire tly from Lemma 6.3.
For the indu tion step, onsider the graph G i , and onsider the isomorphi opy of G that
has the vertex si as the image of the vertex s under the isomorphism. For every s hedule ,
by Lemma 6.3, there exists a vertex v 2 V in this opy that is informed only after (t(n)  log n)
rounds. Consider the opy G i(v ) of the graph G i. Re all that by onstru tion, this opy of G i
is a subgraph of the graph G i . Also, no vertex of this opy G i (v ) an be informed before the
vertex v is informed. By the indu tion hypothesis, delivering the message from the vertex v to
all the other verti es of the opy G i(v ) requires (i  t(n)  log n) rounds. The assertion of the
lemma follows.
Substituting i = log n in Corollary 6.7 we get a broad ast time of O(log n)  t(n) for a YESinstan e. By Substituting i = log n in Lemma 6.8 we get a broad ast time of (log n  t(n)) for a
NO-instan e. Hen e the gap is (log n).
We now ompare the gap to the number of verti es in the broad ast instan e.p For i = log n,
the number N of verti es in the broad ast instan e is N = n n. Hen e, log n = log N . Hen e,
we get a gap whi h equals the square of the log of the size of the instan e.
p
Theorem 6.9 The dire ted broad ast problem is ( log n)-inapproximable, unless N P  DT I M E (nO
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Next, we establish inapproximability of 3  for any  > 0 for the undire ted broad ast problem.
This is done via a similar redu tion.
Spe i ally, the graph G is modi ed in the following way. The distan e between s and s0
verti es is hanged to  t(n)  log n (in the dire ted onstru tion it was half this value). Insert into

G an isomorphi
opy of G , with all the dire ted ar s repla ed by undire ted edges. For j = 1; 2

let V j be the image of Vj under the isomorphism, and more generally, for a subset X  V , let
 denote its image under the isomorphism. Se ond, for every star (v ; v ); (v ; v ); : : : ; (v ; vr )
X
in G with v 2 V , v ; v ; : : : ; vr 2 V (or, in other words, for every omplete binary tree rooted
at v and with the set of leaves that ontains the set fv ; : : : ; vr g in G ), insert a path of length
dlog n  =2  t(n)e, that onne ts v with a vertex v0 , where all the verti es of this path ex ept
of v are new. Now, onstru t a omplete binary tree rooted in v0 and with the set of leaves
that ontains fv ; : : : ; vr g, and all the other verti es of the tree are new. This ompletes the
onstru tion of G .
Now, the onstru tion of the graph G i for i = 1; 2; : : : given the graph G is identi al to the
onstru tion of G i out of G .
1

1

1
2

2
2

1

2

2

1
2

1

1

1

1
2

1
2

1

2
2

1

2

2

1

1

2

Lemma 6.10 If G is a YES-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, then there ex s) of the
ists an (fsg; V 2 )-s hedule  of length jj  ( =2 + o(1))t(n) log n for the instan e (G;
undire ted telephone broad ast problem.
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(log

n)

).

As G is a YES-instan e of the set- over problem, there exists a set over S  V for V
of size at most t(n). Using the edges of the star that onne t between the opy of the vertex s in

G and the opies of the verti es of S , it is possible to inform the latter verti es using jS j  t(n)
rounds. Sin e S is a set over for V , and sin e the distan e between the sets S and V in the
graph G is  log n  t(n) + O(log n), it follows that it is possible to relay the message from the
verti es of the set S to all the verti es of the set V in ( + o(1))  log n  t(n) rounds.
Proof:

1

2

2

2

2

2

2

Lemma 6.11 If G is a NO-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, then any (fsg; V 2 )-

 s) of the undire ted telephone broad ast problem has length jj 
 for the instan e (G;
3=2   t(n) log n.
Proof: The proof of this lemma is analogous to that of Lemma 6.3. Like in that proof, it is easy
to see that for informing all the verti es of the set V it is ne essary to inform a subset S  V
that satis es that the subset S is a set over for V . Informing the set S via the edges that onne t
the vertex s to the verti es of V requires at least jS j   t(n)  log n rounds (be ause G is a
NO-instan e). Informing a single vertex from the set V using the path that onne ts s to s0, and
the omplete binary tree T rooted in s0 requires at least  t(n)  log n rounds, be ause the length
of this path between s and s0 is  t(n)  log n. Hen e, at least  t(n)  log n rounds are required
to inform a set S , where S is a set over for V . Finally, sin e the distan e between the sets V
and V in the graph G is at least  t(n)  log n, it follows that informing the verti es of the set V
on e all the verti es of the subset S are informed would require at least  t(n)  log n additional
rounds. Hen e, altogether at least  t(n)  log n rounds are required to relay the message from s
to all the verti es of the set V .
Note that Lemmata 6.10 and 6.11 imply (3 o(1))-inapproximability of the undire ted multi ast
problem with the multi ast task is informing V . However, sin e for both the YES and NO-instan e
 s) of the undire ted telephone
of the set- over problem, informing the subset V in the instan e (G;
broad ast problem requires t(n)  log n( + o(1)) rounds, the redu tion that uses only G yields
only (3=2 o(1))-inapproximability for the undire ted broad ast problem. This is, essentially, the
redu tion of [S00℄.
In the following lemmata we show that the onstru tion of G i yields the desired (3 )inapproximability.
i
Lemma 6.12 jV j = nO i , i = 1; 2; : : :.
s hedule

2

1

2

1

2

2

2

1

2

2

2

3
2

2

2

1

( )

Proof: Similarly to Lemma 6.4, the proof

an be derived by a straightforward indu tion on i.
The proof of the following lemma is analogous to the proofs of Lemmata 6.5, 6.6.
1. If G is a YES-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, then for any
 i2 )-s hedule  for the instan e (G i; si) of the undire ted
i = 1; 2; : : : there exists an (fsi g; V
broad ast problem of length jj  i  t(n)( =2 + o(1)) log n.

Lemma 6.13

2. For any i = 1; 2; : : : there exists a (fsi g[V 2 ; V nV 2 )-s hedule  of length jj  t(n) log n(
o(1)).
i
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i

2+

=

The following orollary is immediate given Lemma 6.13.
is a YES-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, then for any
 i )-s hedule  for the instan e
i = 1; 2; : : :, there exists an (fsi g; V
(G i; si) of the undire ted broad ast problem of length jj  (i + 1)t(n) log n( =2 + o(1)).

Corollary 6.14 If

G

We next turn to the analysis of the NO-instan e.
Lemma 6.15 If G is a NO-instan e of the set- over (t(n); )-promise problem, for any i = 1; 2; : : :,

(fsig; V i)-s hedule for the instan e (G i; si) of the undire ted broad ast problem is of length
jj  3  t(n) log n( =2 + o(1))  i.
Proof: The proof of this lemma is analogous to that of Lemma 6.8. The only di eren e is that
Lemma 6.11 is used instead of Lemma 6.3.
It follows that the undire ted broad ast problem is (3 O(1=i))-inapproximable unless N P 
DT I M E (nO i ).

any

( )

Theorem 6.16 For any
within a ratio of

3

.

 >

0, it is NP-hard to approximate the undire ted broad ast problem

7 Dis ussion
We demonstrated that thepapproximation threshold of the dire ted telephone broad ast problem is
between O(log n) and ( log n). Bridging this gap is a hallenging open problem. Determining
the approximation threshold of the dire ted multi ast problem pis another important open problem. Here the gap is between an additive approximation of O( k) (that omes together with a
logarithmi multipli ative fa tor) [EK03b℄, and a lower bound of (log n) [F01℄.
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